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WHEN I FEEL THOSE FIRST CRISP
days of fall I literally get goose bumps.
I’m not cold, yet, but I think maybe it’s a
throwback to some instinct that lets us
know that change is coming. I can feel it
i n t h e ch a n g e i n
humidity, the color
change in the trees,
and maybe even the
effect of the shorter
days. So now I am
faced with whether to
curl up under a
comforter near the
fireplace or recognize
that for those who
love the outdoors,
some of the best days
of the year are almost
here. I may do some
of both, but I like the
last option better.
S i n c e yo u a r e
obviously looking at
this newsletter, it must
be very apparent that some change has
also come to this publication. In the
same way that the change in seasons
invigorates me, the new look and the
value added format gets me excited

about the Wildlife Resources Foundation
and where it’s headed. The ability to
explain new programs, talk about recent
events and having the opportunity to
answer your specific questions on
regulations and
m a n a g e m e n t
s t r at e g i e s w i l l b e
almost like old friends
sitting around the
campfire.
For several years
the Foundation has
helped the Agency
accomplish goals and
missions that would
be very difficult, if not
impossible, for a state
agency. We’re at that
time of year when we
pause and give thanks
for all the good things
in our lives and I’ll
make sure I don’t
forget to include all
the folks who help make good things
happen for wildlife. So get out from
under the comforter and I hope to see
you enjoying the outdoor world with
which Tennessee is so truly blessed.

Ed Carter

Executive Director
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency
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by Daryl Ratajczak

Chief of Wildlife and Forestry
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency

I WOKE UP THIS MORNING, WELL BEFORE
first light, and stepped outside to a crisp 47-degree
breath of fresh air. As the cool sensation rushed into my
expanding lungs, a flurry of emotions and memories
complemented it giving me a pleasurable sense of days
gone by. Aaah...it amazes me how the brain can “smell”
deer season. As I peered off into the distance, savoring
the breaking dawn, the first thought that came to mind
was the desire to focus on that wonderfully bothersome
deer in my thoughts..."Enjoy your day in the sun my
friend, I shall match wits against you soon enough.” I
then hopped in my car and headed to work thinking
how truly great it is to live and hunt in Tennessee.
As a child growing up in Western New York, I
depended on my dad to take me deer hunting. Luckily,
I was fortunate to have a dad that introduced me into
the world of bow hunting. This simple act greatly
increased my deer hunting opportunities because, up
there, the gun season is but a few weeks long and, for
the longest time, was shotgun-only. To this day, many of
the Northern and Midwestern states have a very
restrictive deer season in both weapon-type and
duration. Although many would argue the restrictions
are in place to produce trophy deer, they are not. Those
in the know understand the tight restrictions are usually
meant to protect their standing deer herd. High hunter
populations and/or easy-to-hunt terrain (agricultural
areas) can easily lead to over-harvest. This is the main
reason why Tennessee is - possibly - the best kept secret
in the deer hunting world. Time to brag!
Did you know…there are approximately three deer for
every deer hunter in the state of Tennessee? In case you
are wondering, there are an estimated 250,000 deer
hunters and 750,000 deer in Tennessee. Considering
over half of all the deer hunters don’t even kill a deer
each year and the majority of the successful hunters
only kill one, this means there are a lot of deer for our
hunters to choose from! This allows Tennessee to have
liberal limits with no ill-effects. To put this in
perspective, there is approximately one deer for every
deer hunter in Pennsylvania so it’s no wonder they have
to have restrictive limits!

Healthy Herd! Because of the reduced pressure exerted on our deer they are able to grow old. In fact, our
harvested age structures are almost identical to the
Midwestern “trophy” states. It’s literally voluntary
Quality Deer Management at its best!
Lastly…it’s up to me. Because of our healthy herd and
liberal limits, I can choose to shoot the first deer that
shows up within my sights or I can hold out waiting for
that special wall hanger. Heck, I can even sit and watch
the show before my eyes with my finger off the trigger;
choosing to wait for that special someone who is more
eager than me to take their first deer. The choices are
many and the reasons to be thankful are limitless.
Yes… give me Tennessee.

Chief ’s Note: We all hunt for very different reasons. Some
hunt purely to put food in their freezer while others are
searching for that next monster buck. There are
weekend warriors that join their friends simply “to
belong” while others are looking to “get away” from
(possibly) those same people. And then there’s quite a
few of us that simply enjoy “the hunt”, where a deer in
the bag matters not since it’s the memory in hand, or
head, that matters most. Regardless of the reason,
support your fellow hunters and congratulate and take
pride in their successes.
Enjoy the hunt.
TWRF.NET 1
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“BETTER LATE THAN NEVER” MIGHT BE A
good way to describe Julie Schuster’s hunting
experience. Growing up in rural Minnesota, she spent
plenty of time outdoors in the woods and on the water
as a youngster, but wasn’t seriously introduced to
hunting until years later when her husband invited her
along on an elk hunt in Colorado. Just an observer on
that first trip, she soon celebrated success of her own by
taking elk and antelope, and the rest is a part of her
growing history as an avid hunter. She has since
expanded her interests to archery and black powder.
Julie enjoys hunting deer, turkey, dove, quail, pheasants,
hogs, bear, mountain lions, and just about anything else
when given the opportunity. She will not hesitate to step
into a bass boat or heft a fly rod on a mountain stream,
further rounding her experience as a consummate
outdoors-woman. Her recent travels took her to Africa
where she was successful in hunting a warthog,
gemsbok, blue wildebeest and Kudu.
Julie worked as Promotions/Marketing Manager at
the Nashville location of the nation’s largest outdoor
supplier, Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World, for 9 years
where she kept up with the latest in the hunting and
fishing industries. Not only is she a capable writer, but
also an outdoor photographer. Her articles have
appeared in publications across the country. For four
years, each Saturday morning from 5-6am, she was a
radio co-host on Outdoor Trail Magazine found on
104.5FM, the Titans Network out of Nashville.

SAVE THE DATE
Whitetail Deer:
Muzzleloader and Archery Nov. 9 - Nov. 22
Gun, Muzzleloader and Archery Nov. 23 - Jan. 5
Ducks/Canada Geese: Nov. 28 - Jan. 26
Rabbit/Quail: Nov. 2 - Feb. 28
Squirrel: Now - Feb. 28
TWRF.NET 2

Recently Julie worked for Gaylord Entertainment as
the Sales/Marketing Manager for the Bass Pro Shops
Land & Wildlife Expo held at Nashville’s Opryland
Resort & Convention Center. She also does contract
marketing for the Flying B Ranch in Kamiah, Idaho;
North America’s most versatile Orvis-endorsed outdoor
hunting & fishing lodge.
Julie is a Tennessee Fish & Wildlife Commissioner.
She serves as a board member for Spiritual Outdoor
Adventures TV Show and Kid’s Hunting for a Cure;
KHFAC leads kids, many with terminal illnesses, on
organized hunts to raise money for cancer research and
to teach them that they can make a difference. She is
also very active in Franktown Open Hearts Hunting &
Fishing Club. Julie was recently appointed to the
National Ducks Unlimited Conservation Programs
Committee.
Julie is a member of the Rocky Mountain Elk
Foundation, Ducks Unlimited, Quail Forever, the NRA,
and a Diamond Life Member of The National Wild
Turkey Federation.
Julie and her husband Darrell live in Pegram,
Tennessee. Welcome to the team Julie!
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by Jim Shepherd

writer for The Outdoor Wire

IN 2007, SEVERAL SHOOTING INDUSTRY
leaders were concerned about our returning disabled
veterans. They were receiving the medical care they
needed, but no one seemed to be helping these
wounded warriors get back into their former "normal"
lives if those lives included hunting or shooting. The
outdoors really seemed to be something these returning
veterans had lost along with parts of their bodies.
So....those industry folks put their collective heads
together, committed funding for three years, and
created HAVA - Honored American Veterans Afield.
Six years later, HAVA has become one of those critical
groups re-linking our returning injured veterans to the
outdoors through hunts and shooting events.
Saturday, September 14, I attended my first HAVA
event, a HAVA Ft. Campbell Family Day held at the
Montgomery County Shooting Complex near
Clarksville, Tennessee. Honestly, I had no idea what to
expect.
What I found was several people I'd consider
"celebrities" in the shooting sports working their
collective rumps off to help the nearly 300 veterans,
wives and families have a great day in the outdoors.
Like them, I believe "great days in the outdoors" are
occasionally interrupted by sounds of gunfire and
bursts of laughter. This one certainly was.
This Family Day didn't look like any of the
"therapeutic" events I'd attended in golf. Instead of
working to do something that confounds and frustrates
most, veterans walked, rolled or otherwise motored
around the various shooting stations and found
everyone from professional competition shooters to
company owners and executives working - cheerfullyto see they had a good time while they shot sporting
clays, paper, steel and generally had a good time with
targets.

It was another of those ego-free events that are one of
the main reasons I can't imagine not being in this
industry. Nearly 300 people were there as HAVA guests.
And everyone worked to make them feel welcome and
special. As one veteran told me over his lunch,"It's the
first time in a long time I've felt like no one was looking
at my disability. They just wanted me and my family to
have a great time."
Looking at a youngster smiling with a mustard/
mayonnaise/ketchup ring around his mouth from
munching a burger, he said, simply, "I don't know how
to say thank you to this kind of treatment."

Lunch was provided by Waffle House and catered by Al Merkel.

At that point, I realized how much we owed these
people- and how little they expect in return. The more
I've gotten to know them, the more I realize that we're
guilty of watering-down the definition of hero. This
weekend, I was fortunate enough to be in the company
of dozens of them. And they included husbands, wives
TWRF.NET 3
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and kids who were facing their challenges without a
complaint.
The guests for this event really had no way of
knowing that many of the folks working to serve them
included shooting champions, business owners, and
senior executives, and that's not by accident. These
events are not about doing something for recognition;
they are about saying "welcome back" to those who
have given in the extreme.
Prizes were awarded to veterans that included guns
from Colt, Mossberg, and Smith & Wesson. Two

There were also some very
proud young shooters who
completed their paintball or
airsoft course and earned their
Goodguy In Training medal.

veterans won an all-expense paid trip to Florida that
includes a guest to hunt alligators with Gatorquest,
donated by Coy Norris of Norris Construction in
Hohenwald, Tennessee.
If you're in the shooting industry and you're not
involved in HAVA, it's time to come out and see one of
these events for yourself. They have to be experienced
to be understood. I'm betting you'll find yourself rolling
up your sleeves to help, then marking your calendar for
the next opportunity. Everyone is looking forward to
next year’s event with much anticipation!

Trevor Baucom is the medically retired Chief Warrant Officer
and Blackhawk Pilot who was paralyzed in a crash during a
night assault mission in Afghanistan. As the newest member
of Team Smith & Wesson, Trevor is opening the shooting
sports to other wounded warriors and the handicapped.

Industry insiders included great
shooters like Smith & Wesson
Junior Team Captain Molly Smith
and former Steel Challenge
champ B.J. Norris.

MONTGOMERY
COUNTY
SHOOTING
COMPLEX
A World Class Shooting Complex
just 6 miles south of Clarksville, TN
SKEET
TRAP
5-STAND
SPORTING CLAYS
ARCHERY RANGE
TWRF.NET 4

PISTOL RANGE
RIFLE RANGE
SHOTGUN RANGE
TACTICAL PISTOL RANGE
HANDGUN CARRY CLASSES

4201 Southside Road
Southside, TN 37171
931 387-3456

SHOOTTN.ORG
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Deer Galore!

by Tommy Dail

THE COLD FRONT BROUGHT A LIGHT
steady rain as day broke. We spent the early morning
on the edge of a green field and dark timber. After a
very quiet and wet morning, we decided to climb Pine
Mountain, which has a series of 8 fields with a pond at
the top. Previous scouting trips in this location had
found great promise including a very large bull track
that I tracked for close to a half mile. After an hourlong climb, we made it to the top just in time to greet a
dense fog; visibility was 20 feet at best. For our descent,
we tackled the heavy timber in hopes of catching a
napping bull. No such luck. It was close to 1 o’clock
after our trek down the mountain. We were soaked to
the core and hungry. It was time to regroup, grab some
lunch and dry clothes.
We then headed south to the lower end of our hunt
area only to find that the loggers in the area were not
deterred by the weather and were hard at work
bringing in some really nice hardwood timber. We
spent a little time scouting and decided there was too
much activity to make for a good afternoon hunt.
Heading north, it was a coin toss between two places.
We settled in the center of our hunt area on good high
ground and away
from a lot of the
activity elk might
av o i d . I t h a d
shown a lot of
promise in prior scouting trips and consisted of a series
of large fields with food plots surrounded by mature
timber. Around 3 PM, we chose a hardwood bottom
between two large fields to set up our ground blind.
Call it good timing or just blind luck, but we were
only in the blind 15-20 minutes before 2 bulls walked
into our field along the upper crest at about 350 yards.
I scrambled into position with my rifle and because of
the elevation, could only see the upper third of the elk’s
back. Quickly discounting this as an ethical shot, we
talked about alternatives as the bulls were then moving
away from us and out of sight. The rut was all but
done, and they showed no interest in a cow call or a
bugle. The terrain was our friend and we decided to

The author and his bull.

move straight toward them as they grazed. Taking the
lead, we headed up the hill and covered the first 200
yards very quickly. We crouched and moved forward for
another 20 yards as the larger bull’s back came back
into sight. For the last 10 yards, I was on my stomach
and decided it was time to make a decision. As I slowly
moved into a sitting position, I raised my rifle and found
my target. He was a young symmetrical 5 point bull,
but not what we had hoped to find. Breathing a little
heavy from the stalk and feeling the onset of elk fever, I
told my guide I
needed to take a
minute to catch
my breath. After
9 unsuccessful
years of trying to draw a tag in WY and 3 hunts with a
tag in Idaho and Colorado with no opportunities to
take an elk, this was a bona fide opportunity to harvest
my first elk in my home state of Tennessee! After a
quick discussion with my guide, I decided to take the
shot.
Steadying myself in the sitting position with the scope
on 4 Power, I took a deep breath, fully exhaling, and
with the second breath, I partially exhaled, ready to fire.
With the cross hairs just behind the shoulder, I squeezed
the trigger, sending the 180 grain Nosler Partition bullet
100 yards to my quarry. The 5 pointer raised his head
sharply as I chambered another round. He quickly
turned and ran away from us, presenting only his

My guide asked me if I hit him and I confidently
replied, “I feel good about the shot!”
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hindquarters and the back of the neck as targets.
Feeling good about the first shot, I refrained from
sending another his way. The 5 point headed east and
his companion veered off to the south. We watched
him run at least 500 yards and disappear in the lower
end of the field. I stood there stunned that he just ran
off. My guide asked me if I hit him and I confidently
replied, “I feel good about the shot!”
As we approached the spot where he was standing, I
expected to find a good blood trail to track; but was not
successful. Fanning out and working in a grid fashion
we continued to search. We found his tracks and the
skid marks from where he bolted, but neither of us
could find blood, hair or tissue. A sick feeling began to
creep into my stomach. We continued to look for some
evidence of a successful shot but find nothing.

Checking in with TWRA elk biologist Steve Bennett.

After 20 minutes of searching at the shot site, we
began to walk the length of the field in the direction
that the bull ran. There was still no sign of a wounded
animal or anything to track. We moved to the
perimeter of the field and slowly worked the woodland
edge looking for sign. I found a fresh bull track but no
blood. I was pretty sure this was the second bull. My
guide joined me at that point and we continued to
slowly work the perimeter for another 150 yards. My
attention was intently focused on the ground looking
for sign. Step after step there was still nothing to track.
Then all of the sudden, I hear one of the sweetest
possible sounds, my guide shouting, “There he is!” I
looked up and saw my bull 200 yards away laying at
the edge of the field not 50 yards from where I had
parked my truck. Words can’t describe the relief and
elation I felt at that point. My first Rocky Mountain elk
harvest! My bullet had found its mark, yet this bull
TWRF.NET 6

had run for approximately 700 yards before expiring,
definitely a tough animal. I’ve decided the next shot I
take will be in the shoulder, and not behind it.
Breathing a little heavy from the stalk and feeling the
onset of elk fever, I told my guide I needed to take a
minute to catch my breath.
Elk hunting in east Tennessee is a reality today
because of the passion and commitment of many great
outdoor enthusiasts and the cooperation of the
following organizations:
Parks Canada
Campbell Outdoor Recreation Association
Tennessee Conservation League
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Foundation
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
University of Tennessee
After many years of planning in the mid 1990’s, the
first 50 elk (30 females and 20 males) were brought
down from Elk Island National Park in Alberta,
Canada to the Cumberland Wildlife Management area
and released on a cold snowy morning on December
19, 2000. There have been 4 subsequent releases
totaling 201 elk. Today the herd is estimated to be in
400 – 500 range and has grown steadily each year.
My rifle is a custom pre64 Model 70 that I built
about 15 years ago on a 1950 vintage 300 H&H
Magnum action. The standard Winchester factory
barrel was shortened to 24 inches turned down to
featherweight contour. All of the metal is Teflon coated
flat black for protection against the elements. The
barreled action was bedded in a McMillan custom
fiberglass stock and topped with a Kahles 3x9x42
scope. It’s served me well and I have tremendous
confidence when I shoulder it. We have made a great
team over the years.
My guide and I met after the close of the auction via
email and then by telephone. Johnny Allred is an
accomplished outdoorsman and has guided elk out
west for 30 plus years; just the right partner for a rookie
east Tennessee elk hunter like me. Johnny spent 26
years in the corporate business world before pursuing
his love of the outdoors full time as the Development
Director for the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Foundation. I’m Tommy Dail and I recently retired
after spending 42 years in the food business and call
Knoxville, TN my home. I titled this article Elk #19
because I had the privilege of harvesting the 19th elk
taken in Tennessee in modern times. Prior to the elk
restoration program, the last documented Tennessee
elk was taken in 1865, the same year the Civil War
ended. I’m in pretty special company.
Johnny and I are already planning on next year!
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GOOD HUNT
GOOD STEW
Comfort food on a cold day.
Serve it with some toasted
sourdough bread.

Venison Stew

Prep time: 40 min.
Cook time: 1 hr. 15 min.
Serves about 6

INGREDIENTS
3 tbsp. olive oil
2 pounds lean venison, cut into 1-inch cubes
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
2 tsp. sea salt
2 tsp. paprika
2 tsp. garlic powder
1 tsp. cayenne pepper
1 tsp. black pepper
1 tsp. onion powder
1 tsp. dried oregano
1 tsp. dried thyme
1 large sweet onion, chopped
6 small red potatoes, cut into 1-inch cubes
3 medium celery stalks, chopped
3 medium carrots, chopped
2 large garlic cloves, finely chopped
1 28-oz. can whole peeled tomatoes, sliced, slightly
drained
1 tbsp. fresh basil leaves, finely chopped
1 tbsp. fresh thyme leaves, finely chopped
2 bay leaves
1 cup burgundy wine
4 cups beef broth
Salt and pepper

PREPARATION
Combine flour, sea salt, paprika, garlic powder, cayenne
pepper, black pepper, onion powder, dried oregano and
dried thyme. Mix well and place in a large Ziploc bag.
Add the venison cubes and shake well until all meat is
evenly covered.
In a large heavy pot, add olive oil and heat to high.
When oil is hot, add the meat and sear for 3 minutes,
stirring occasionally. Lower heat to medium, add the
onions and garlic and saute for 2 minutes. Add the
potatoes, celery and carrots. Season with a pinch of salt
and black pepper and saute for 3 minutes. Add the
tomatoes, basil, thyme and bay leaves. Deglaze the pot
with the burgundy wine and add the beef broth. Bring
to a low boil over high heat. Cover and reduce heat to
low. Simmer gently until stew is tender, about 1 hour.
Add a little more beef broth or burgundy wine if
needed. Discard the bay leaves before serving.

Giles County TWRA Officer David Crane answers your questions

Q:
A:

Can I use a shotgun and slugs
during the muzzleloader hunt?

No. Firearms for the
muzzleloader season must be a
load from the muzzle firearm only;
.36 caliber or larger. You may use a
muzzleloader rifle or handgun also.

Q:
A:

Can I harvest all three bucks in
one day?

No. The limit is one buck per
day, three for the entire season.
If you harvest a buck in the
morning, you can not hunt deer that
afternoon unless you have a doe tag.

Q:
A:

How many days prior to
hunting can I have bait out?

All bait (any extra food source
placed in an area to attract
wildlife) must be completely
removed ten days before hunting the
area.

Got a question for our Officers? Send it to kking@twrf.net. If we use yours in our Newsletter, we’ll send you a TWRF gift pack.
TWRF.NET 7
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by Tim Hancock TWRA Officer - Coffee County
THE ANNUAL COFFEE COUNTY DEER RALLY
was once again a huge success. This was the 9th
consecutive year for the rally held at the Coffee County
Fair Grounds in Manchester, TN. The event coincides
with the opening day of the Tennessee Statewide
Young Sportsman Deer season, which this year began
on a very cold Saturday morning. With approximately
1500 people in attendance, 400 being kids between the
ages of 6-16 years old who actually ventured into the
woods to participate in this year’s youth hunt. Not all
were successful upon arrival from their hunting
endeavor that morning, but everyone enjoyed a great
meal and left with a nice prize. With approximately
$8000 in prizes given away, I made the statement that
this is a little like Christmas and was quickly answered
by one young hunter, “This is better than Christmas!”
One of the best things about the rally is it’s all FREE to
participants and their families thanks to the help of
donations from businesses and individuals. My favorite
prize is giving away a lifetime license to a child six years
of age or younger.

Chloe Smith of Manchester won the Lifetime Sportsman License.
TWRF.NET 8

I have been blessed by being in on the beginning of
this event starting back in 2004. It all started shortly
after coming to Coffee County and trying to think of a
way to connect with the public and have a positive
impact. I figured it out when I continuously had 100
plus students in each of my Hunter Education Classes.
I realized there were a lot of people interested in the
sport of hunting and firearms. With some vision,
imagination, and a passion for passing on the heritage
of hunting, as they say, “The rest is history”.

Again, being blessed, I have retained the same group
of people from the beginning to help pull this off each
year. There’s no doubt they share the same passion to
pass on this heritage and see the smiling faces of so
many kids. One such group is a local volunteer fire
department that donates their time to cook and serve
over 30 gallons of deer chili. I think the reason we have
been so successful is that the group has remained
focused on the kids by encouraging them to get out and
enjoy the great outdoors and the sport of hunting.
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FOR YEARS GILES COUNTY RESIDENTS HAVE
wanted boat ramps on Richland Creek so they could
have access. “We’ve always had this great resource here
and no way to access it!” said Jim Potts, Giles County
resident and former TWRA officer/supervisor for the
area. Jim has been on the forefront of the campaign to
build boat ramps on Richland Creek and on September
18, he and many other residents finally got their wish.
TWRA Director Ed Carter announced the opening

of two TWRA public access boat ramps on the creek.
Each ramp is concrete with gravel parking lots, good for
paddle craft and motorized john boats. The 2 ramps are
6 miles apart which makes for a good float trip from the
ramp below the Hwy. 64 bridge, just west of Pulaski, to
the ramp downstream on Vales Mill Road. The area has
a good population of bass, redeye, and catfish. Jim Potts
and many others were present at the ribbon-cutting
ceremonies opening the boat ramps.

Ribbon cutting at the ramp on Vales Mill Road.

Ramp below Hwy. 64 bridge.

Vales Mill Road ramp is 6 miles downstream.
TWRF.NET 9
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by Stephanne Dennis
THERE ARE MANY THINGS THAT I HAVE
never done and, ironically, millions that I didn't realize
I really wanted to do. This weekend was one such
occasion. This past year I've become more and more
involved in things that surround the workings of the
TWRA (Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency) and the
TWRF (Tennessee Wildlife Resources Foundation).
This has afforded me exciting opportunities to both
broaden my horizons as well as provide new
experiences. Most of these experiences have to do with
wildlife or outdoor-related activities, but this weekend
brought something really great to the plate: The
Wounded Warriors Hunt.
You know, I've read this over and over and I just can't
seem to 'nail it'. "It" being that emotion that filled me
yesterday where I wanted to stay all night long and
spend time with the boys who had already given far too
much in service of our country. One of those guys,
Wade, would have told me "That's not true... you gave
us your son who serves as well." Maybe... but they all
have Moms as well so I'm not exactly super special for
that. Wounded Warriors. The title is befitting but the
boys themselves were still upbeat, fun, and I would give my
all to protect each and every one of them from anything.
When I arrived at the event on Sunday early
afternoon, I wasn't sure what to expect. It was being
hosted by a friend of mine and I had silently
questioned why an individual would put so much time,
effort, and money into something that he wasn't
necessarily impacted by. Wow, how wrong could I be
when I thought 'wasn't necessarily impacted by'?
Everyone there was impacted by what we were doing in
one way or another. The TWRA and SCI helped the
local host with some resources and a lot of man power
for activities, which ranged from a skeet shooting
competition (I was impressed... and I'm hard to
impress!) to bow targets to rifle targets. There was a live
band (who were pretty darn good - Overland Express, I
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think?) and a catered lunch and grilled Cajun hotdog
dinner. The bonfire was nothing short of epic and thankfully - warm as the temp dropped with the waning
sunlight. The participants were relatively local guys (the
ones I spent the most time with were stationed at Fort
Campbell, KY) and had all been wounded serving our
country. I'm well known for being a staunch supporter
of our defenders of freedom (which has gone into
hyperdrive since my son left for the Navy) and always
expressed great pride in my hockey team (Nashville
Predators) for honoring a soldier at each and every
game... but the standing applause I provide at games is
still somewhat distant (even if tear jerking).
This weekend was far more up close and personal. I
ended up hanging out with a group of young men from
Fort Campbell and spending the majority of my day
listening to them talk about the random things
occurring in their lives. They asked me about my son (I
was sporting my pink camo "Proud Navy Mom" shirt!)
and they reassured me countless times that with his
profession he likely wouldn't ever end up at one of their
Wounded Warrior events.
How does one respond to something like that? "Thank
you"? or "I'm glad to hear that"? Or what?! What
doesn't sound selfish or self-serving in light of what
they've done?
I appreciated their concern for my emotions but I
can't tell you it didn't really strike home that the
majority of the boys were just that: boys. Of the group
I befriended, all were younger than I and the majority
were merely a few years older than my son and here
they were: Wounded Warriors. They had been deployed
across the world, traversed mountains and caves in the
middle east and bore scars telling of their travels.
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Stephen, only 24 (4 years older than my own son) had
leg injuries. Chase, 24, knee and hip and both ankles. I
wanted to hug them... to tell them I was sorry for what
happened. But I didn't think that was appropriate
necessarily... so I opted, instead, to treat them with
utmost respect and express verbally that I was so very
proud of them and would forever be indebted to their
service in honor of my freedom. And the boys? Can
you believe they were touched by the what we were
doing for them? It was nothing compared to what they
have done... yet their appreciation was obvious and
outspoken and knowing that we provided a comfort
and fun for them was heartwarming. So... of course I
had to drag ALL of my gang into the field to “dance”
for the last song of the night (of note, we officially
tapped right feet in tune, held a few lighters in the air,
and even managed a sway or two! HAHAHA).
Another thing that was shocking to me was the
involvement and service by and from the TWRA in

support of this event. The things that are occurring
today and tomorrow - the actual hunts - are greatly
assisted by the TWRA and I don't know how many
people know that they do events like this. They provide
opportunities for these wounded service men and
women to participate in a guided hunt in some locally
well known 'honey holes' for game. To say I am proud
to be an intern/volunteer with the TWRA/TWRF is a
drastic understatement. The staff from the Agency
showed in force - from retired law enforcement officers
to the Chief of Wildlife - all to lend a helping hand and
express personal gratitude for our heroes.
My pride runneth over both for our Warriors and for
the Agencies with which I am affiliated. My personal
thanks for being a part of this event - and hopefully
those to come - have no limits.
You can read more from Stephanne on her blog site Go Wild
(in Tennessee) with Stephanne at: wildtn.blogspot.com.

TWRF	
 
Heritage	
 Club
Regional	
 Dove	
 
Hunts
Good	
 fellowship,	
 good	
 food,
good	
 shooting
The Tennessee Wildlife Resources Foundation was
excited to host a Dove Hunt Fundraiser in each of our
four regions across the state this year. Each day the
wings-shooting started after a great lunch, door prizes
and camaraderie among fellow sportsmen. Although
some hunts were very successful and others struggled to
get their limits, everyone shot birds and enjoyed the
fellowship of other hunters. The hunts are by invitation
only, and space is limited, so start next season out right
by being a part of the fun.
For more information on the 2014 Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Foundation Regional Dove Hunts or
becoming a Heritage Club Member, contact: Johnny
Allred at 615 831-9311 ext.118 or jallred@twrf.net.

Getting together for a dove hunt is a southern tradition.
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TWRA’S NEW
MOBILE APP
A lot of handy tools
right at your fingertips
Calling all Tennessee sportsmen/women and
wildlife enthusiasts! Would you rather be outside
enjoying all of the bea uty a nd outdoor
recreational opportunities that Tennessee has to
offer? Are you looking for outdoor adventures?
Well, the TWRA finally has an app for that! Now
you can take the TWRA with you whenever
you’re on the go!

Now available in the Apple
App Store!
Also coming to Google Play
very soon!
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/twraon-the-go/id757097014?mt=8

Stay on top of all of the TWRA’s latest news
through our RSS Feed.
Fingertip access to Tennessee’s Hunting/
Trapping, Waterfowl, Fishing, & Boating Guides.
Buy your licenses, renew your boats, and report
and see your harvests online!
Always know when sunrise and sunset is in your
neck of the woods.
Find WMA’s, Check Stations, Hunters for the
Hungry Processors, Fishing Spots, Boat Ramps,
and Wildlife Viewing Areas near you (and even
get directions).
Upload your favorite trophy to the TWRA’s
online Trophy Room.
Keep a Hunter’s Diary to remember your special
moments in the woods and access your harvest
log anytime.
Browse through delicious wild fish and game
recipes.

Catch the latest fishing reports and identify your
fish with our Fish ID Guide.

Stay connected to the TWRA through our social
media outlets at Facebook, Twitter, & YouTube.

Learn more about Tennessee’s Watchable
Wildlife and more!
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Gator	
 Hunting
Adventure
HAVA	
 veteran	
 gets	
 to	
 
experience	
 the	
 wild	
 outdoors
of	
 Florida

A

ALLIGATOR HUNTING IN FLORIDA IS NOT
what Jason Montgomery had in mind when he
attended the TWRF’s HAVA event in September. The
US Army Paratrooper from Tennessee Ridge, TN was
injured in 2011, and is on active duty stationed at Ft.
Campbell, KY. Winning the all-expense paid trip to
hunt with Gatorquest, out of Sarasota, FL was quite a
special prize for him. The hunt was donated by Coy
Norris of Norris Construction in Hohenwald, TN and
Coy was able to join Jason on his adventure.
After an exciting night hunt where Jason was successful in taking a gator with a crossbow, Coy surprised him
the next day with an invite to hunt wild hogs from a
helicopter. Hawke Sport Optics provided equipment for
the adventure and it was another once in a lifetime
experience. Jason was able to harvest several hogs, get a
birds eye view of the land and see an abundance of
wildlife. The experience was one to truly remember.
Congratulations to Jason on his hunt, and we thank
him for his service to our country.

Air boats get Jason into the back waters... and gator action!

Jason loads up for a helicopter hog hunt.
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TENNESSEE
ELK HUNTERS

James McDonald III of
Knoxville, TN harvested
a 5X5 bull on Oct. 21,
the evening of the first
day of the Regular Hunt.
Field dressed weight
was 500 pounds.
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Tommy Dail of
Knoxville, TN ebay
permit winner,
harvested a 5X4 bull on
Oct. 22. Field dressed
weight was 399 pounds.
(Story on page 5)

Results of the 2013 Season

Michael Graves of
Lebanon, TN harvested
a magnificent 6X7 bull
on Wednesday evening
October 23rd. Field
dressed weight was 590
pounds.

Timothy Collins of
Cookeville, TN had the
finale harvest of the
Regular Hunt, a 6X7
bull on Thursday Oct.
24. Field dressed weight
was 471 pounds.

Laurel A. Allen of
Jacksboro, TN harvested
a spike bull on Sunday
Oct. 27 during the
Young Sportsman Hunt.
Field dressed weight
was 319 pounds.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

PARTING SHOT

We are excited to announce a new look coming
soon to our website: TWRF.NET.
Give us a look and let us know what you think of
our new visuals and format.
The 38th Annual National Wild Turkey Federation
Convention and Sport Show.
The event is held at Gaylord Opryland Convention
Center in Nashville, Feb. 13-16.
The Tennessee Governor’s One Shot Turkey Hunt
is March 28-29, 2014.
The event includes a concert, guided hunt,
banquet, and live & silent auction. Check
TWRF.NET for updates and more information.

http://
www.goo
dodt.com
Like us on Facebook:
facebook.com/TWRFInc
Join us in supporting habitat conservation, responsible land stewardship and Tennessee's
hunting and fishing heritage by becoming a TWRF member. Your donation will help ensure
quality outdoor experiences for future generations. For more information please visit: twrf.net.
TWRF is a 501c (3) nonprofit organization.
TWRF NEWSLETTER is published seasonally by
The Tennessee Wildlife Resources Foundation
5000 Linbar Drive, Suite 275 Nashville, TN 37211
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